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Abstract
Light dark matter (DM) in the GeV ballpark faces weaker constraint from direct detection experiments. If such DM also

has sufficient self-interactions due to a light mediator, it can alleviate the small-scale problems of the cold dark matter (CDM)
paradigm while being consistent with the latter at large scales, as suggested by astrophysical observations. However, generating
correct thermal relic for such light DM is challenging. While GeV scale CDM typically leads to thermal overproduction due to
the absence of sufficient annihilation channels, self-interacting dark matter (SIDM) typically has under-abundant thermal relic
due to its large annihilation rates into mediator particles. In this letter, we propose a minimal realisation of GeV scale SIDM
with correct thermal relic, where one of the three singlet fermions, responsible for seesaw origin of light neutrino masses, assists
in generating correct SIDM relic density via freeze-out. The setup thereby encompasses astrophysical as well as cosmological
aspects of light DM while simultaneously providing a solution to the origin of light neutrino mass. Due to such connection to
several frontiers, there exist exciting discovery prospects in terms of direct and indirect search of DM, laboratory and cosmology
based dark photon signatures and effective light neutrino mass.

Introduction: Self-interacting dark matter (SIDM) has
emerged as an alternative to the standard cold dark
matter (CDM) hypothesis due to the small-scale issues
like too-big-to-fail, missing satellite and core-cusp prob-
lems faced by the latter [1–3]. While CDM is colli-
sionless, SIDM scenario requires sizeable self-interaction,
parametrised in terms of cross-section to mass ratio as
σ/m ∼ 1 cm2/g ≈ 2 × 10−24 cm2/GeV [4–9]. A DM
with a light mediator can not only give rise to such
a large self-interaction but also to velocity dependent
DM self-interactions which solves the small-scale issues
while being consistent with standard CDM properties at
large scales [4–7, 10–13]. However, the same coupling of
DM with light mediators leads to large DM annihilation
rates, typically generating under-abundant relic in low
DM mass regime of a few GeV.

Light thermal DM regime (MDM
<∼ O(10GeV)) has re-

ceived lots of attention in recent times, particularly due
to weaker constraints from direct detection experiments
[14]. However, it is challenging to get correct relic of ther-
mal DM in low mass regime, typically due to insufficient
annihilation cross-section. For DM interactions typically
in the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) ball-
park, the requirement of DM not overclosing the universe
leads to a lower bound on its mass, around a few GeV
[15, 16]1. However, with inclusion of light mediators or
additional particles it is possible to realise light thermal
DM, as pointed out in several works [18–23]. Inclusion of
such additional fields prevent such light thermal DM from
being overproduced. On the other hand, for light ther-
mal SIDM, the relic is underproduced due to too large
annihilation rates into light mediators. Despite the fact
that there are several production mechanisms for SIDM
in the literature [24–30], finding a correct thermal relic

1 This bound, derived for fermionic DM candidates, can be differ-
ent for scalar DM [17].

of GeV scale SIDM is a challenging task which needs to
be addressed in a beyond standard model (BSM) physics
scenario. While pure thermal relic is challenging, a hy-
brid setup of thermal and non-thermal contribution can
lead to correct SIDM relic density as studied in refs. [31–
34].
Motivated by this, in this letter, we introduce a mini-

mal scenario for realisation of light thermal SIDM where
DM is a Dirac fermion charged under a U(1)D gauge
symmetry. The corresponding gauge boson ZD is much
lighter than DM, leading to the required self-interaction.
More specifically, we focus on DM mass in the range: 1-
10 GeV, such that DM freeze-out occurs well above the
epoch of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). This also keeps
ZD mass above the limit allowed by BBN constraints (to
be discussed later) while being consistent with required
DM self-interactions. In such a setup, a large DM anni-
hilation rate into ZD pairs lead to under-abundant relic
after thermal freeze-out, specially for DM in the GeV
ballpark. An additional fermion (N) with mass close to
but larger than that of DM is introduced which can anni-
hilate into DM efficiently. This production channel com-
pensates for the large depletion of DM relic due to the
annihilation of latter into light mediators. A schematic
of this mechanism is shown in Fig. 1. The interaction
of N with DM is provided by the same singlet scalar re-
sponsible for spontaneous breaking of U(1)D gauge sym-
metry. In a sharp contrast to the earlier works [31–34],
where non-thermal decay of long-lived particles to DM
generates the correct relic, here it is happening largely
by the thermal scattering process: NN → DMDM oc-
curring around the thermal freeze-out epoch of DM. Here
we show that this minimal setup not only leads to correct
thermal DM relic and required self-interactions but also
remain verifiable at experiments related to dark photon
searches, cosmic microwave background (CMB) as well as
direct detection experiments sensitive to light DM. Ad-
ditionally, the singlet fermion (N) can be part of a bigger
setup where N and its heavier partners can play a role
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in generating light neutrino masses via seesaw mecha-
nism. This also opens up an indirect detection prospect
of DM in terms of diffused or mono-chromatic photons
along with specific predictions for lightest active neutrino
mass. Thus, the minimal setup proposed here encom-
passes several mysteries related to astrophysics, cosmol-
ogy and particle physics while having the potential of
being verified at near future experiments.

We first outline the minimal setup followed by the
details of DM self-interaction and relic density. We then
discuss the detection prospects of this minimal setup
and briefly comment upon the possibility of connecting
it to the origin of light neutrino mass via Majorana or
Dirac seesaw mechanism of type I.

N

N

DM

DM

ZD

ZD

FIG. 1: A schematic diagram of the mechanism to generate
correct thermal relic of self-interacting DM with a light me-
diator (ZD).

Minimal setup: We consider DM to be a Dirac fermion
ψ having charge 1 under a hidden U(1)D gauge symme-
try. A singlet scalar Φ having the same charge is respon-
sible for spontaneous breaking of U(1)D gauge symme-
try. An additional singlet fermion N (considered to be of
Dirac type for simplicity) with vanishing U(1)D charge
is introduced to realise the required thermal relic of DM.
The relevant Lagrangian is given by:

L ⊃ iψγµDµψ −Mψψψ −MNNN

−{YψNψΦN + h.c.}+ ϵ
2B

αβYαβ (1)

where Dµ = ∂µ + igD(ZD)µ and Bαβ , Yαβ are the field
strength tensors of U(1)D, U(1)Y respectively with ϵ be-
ing the kinetic mixing between them. The singlet scalar
can acquire a non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV)
⟨Φ⟩ = vϕ giving rise to U(1)D gauge boson mass MZD =
gDvϕ. The same singlet scalar VEV also generates a mix-

ing between ψ and N . In the basis (ψ,N)
T
, the mass

matrix for the fermions can be written as(
Mψ Y vϕ/

√
2

Y vϕ/
√
2 MN

)
.

With the diagonalisation of the above mass matrix we
get the physical states: χ1 = cos θ ψ − sin θ N and χ2 =
sin θ ψ + cos θ N , where the mixing parameter is given

by

tan 2θ =

√
2YψNvϕ

MN −Mψ
. (2)

Here χ1 with mass Mχ1
being the lightest becomes the

stable DM candidate and χ2 with mass Mχ2
= Mχ1

+
∆M is the next to lightest stable particle (NLSP). Due
to the scalar quartic coupling, the neutral scalar part of
H and Φ, i.e. h and ϕ respectively, mix with each other
via an angle β.

FIG. 2: Parameter space in gD −MDM plane consistent with
DM self-interactions (coloured regions) and DM relic (red
coloured contour) for MZD = 10 MeV and 100 MeV with
cos θ = 1.

DM self-interaction and thermal relic: Through
t-channel processes, the DM χ1 can have elastic self-
scattering via the vector like couplings to ZD of type
cos2 θgD(ZD)µχ1γ

µχ1 which can alleviate the small-scale
problems of ΛCDM. The typical DM self-scattering
cross-section is many orders of magnitude larger than the
cross-section for typical thermal DM and can naturally
be realized with the light ZD, much lighter than the typ-
ical weak scale mediators. For such light mediator, the
self-interaction of non-relativistic DM can be described
by a Yukawa type potential: V (r) = ±αD

r e
−MZD

r, where
the + (-) sign denotes repulsive (attractive) potential and
αD = g2D/4π is the dark fine structure constant. While

ψψ interaction is attractive, ψψ and ψψ interactions are
repulsive.
To capture the relevant physics of forward scattering

divergence, we define the transfer cross-section σT =∫
dΩ(1−cos θ) dσdΩ [2, 5, 13]. Capturing the whole param-

eter space requires the calculations to be carried out well
beyond the perturbative limit. Depending on the masses
of DM (Mχ1

= MDM) and the mediator (MZD ) along
with relative velocity of DM (v) and interaction strength
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(gD), three distinct regimes can be identified, namely the
Born regime (g2DMDM/(4πMZD ) ≪ 1,MDMv/MZD ≥ 1),
classical regime (g2DMDM/4πMZD ≥ 1) and the resonant
regime (g2DMDM/(4πMZD ) ≥ 1,MDMv/MZD ≤ 1). For
details, one may refer to [2, 5, 13, 35, 36]. In Fig. 2,
we show the parameter space in gD −MDM plane which
can give rise to the desired DM self-interactions for two
different values of mediator mass (MZD = 10MeV and
100 MeV). The red coloured dot-dashed line corresponds
to the parameter space consistent with thermal relic of
DM if only DM annihilation into ZD is considered. The
cross-section for the χ1χ1 → ZDZD process is given by

⟨σv⟩ ∼ π cos8 θ α2
D

M2
χ1

. (3)

Clearly, in the low mass regime, the parameter space
satisfying self-interaction criteria gives rise to under-
abundant thermal relic.

However, in the present setup, due to the presence
of NLSP χ2 with mass not too far above that of χ1

helps in generating correct DM relic by taking part in
several processes affecting the evolution of DM number
density. It is straightforward to write down the Boltz-
mann equations, relevant for calculation of DM relic
abundance, in terms of respective comoving number den-
sities taking into account of coannihilation effects [37]
as well as decay of NLSP into DM. Here it should be
mentioned that, the 2-body decay of χ2 is kinemati-
cally forbidden as Mh2

> Mχ2
and only 3-body decay

χ2 → χ1ff̄ is possible via h − ϕ mixing which is given

by Γχ2→χ1ff̄ = 1
640π3

Y 2
ψN

M4
h2

cos2 2θ sin2 2β(
mf
v )2∆M5. We

solve these coupled equations numerically and show the
evolution of different comoving number densities in Fig.
3. Clearly, the DM relic remains under-abundant in ab-
sence of the NLSP as shown by the dashed blue line in
Fig. 3. Due to the NLSP induced scattering the final relic
of DM satisfies the PLANCK observed value [38].

It should be noted that we have considered both χ1

and χ2 to be produced in thermal equilibrium. This can
happen either due to kinetic mixing (ϵ) of ZD with U(1)Y
of the SM or due to singlet scalar mixing with the SM
Higgs. Since DM self-interactions require sizeable gD and
light ZD, the constraints from dark photon searches as
well as astrophysics and cosmology bounds are severe in
the ϵ −MZD plane as we show on the left panel of Fig.
4. The gray shaded region shows the parameter space
excluded by the electron beam dump experiments such
as SLAC-E137, SLAC-E141[39, 40], Fermilab-E774[41],
Orsay[42], where the dark gauge boson can be pro-
duced in the Bremsstrahlung process. Similarly at pro-
ton beam dump facilities, such as CHARM[43], LSND[44]
and U70/Nu-Cal[45], hidden photons can be produced in
Bremsstrahlung as well as in meson decays produced in
proton collisions with the target material. We have also
shown the future sensitivity of SHiP facility[46] shown by
the brown dotted line and the FASER [47], searching for
very displaced hidden photon decays at the LHC, by the

FIG. 3: Evolution of comoving number densities of χ1, χ2

for specific benchmark values of the parameters: Mχ1 =
1.685 GeV,∆M = 1.19 GeV, sin θ = 1.33 × 10−4,Mh2 =
3.63GeV, sinβ = 4.1× 10−4, gD = 0.1 and MZD = 10 MeV.

maroon coloured dot-dashed line. However, these con-
straints are considerably milder in our model compared
to the standard scenarios involving a dark boson. In our
framework, in order to align with the CMB constraints,
the branching fraction of ZD decay into SM charged
fermions is less than 0.01%. Consequently, these con-
straints are relaxed by a factor of 10−4 compared to con-
ventional searches for a dark photon. For the same rea-
son, constraints from experiments utilizing fixed targets,
such as NA48[48], APEX[49], and collider experiments
where dark bosons can be generated through s-channel
processes and meson decays, such as LHCb[50], as well as
e+ e− colliders like BaBar[51], Belle[52], and KLOE[53],
do not exclude any parameter space in Fig. 4. Apart
from these constraints, the light gauge boson mass and
mixing parameter are also constrained from astrophysics
and cosmology. Very light ZD below a few MeV is ruled
out from cosmological constraints on effective relativistic
degrees of freedom[38] which has been shown by the cyan
coloured shaded region. This arises due to fact that late
decay of such light gauge bosons into SM leptons, after
standard neutrino decoupling temperatures can enhance
Neff . We also showcase the parameter space sensitive to
the future sensitivity of CMB-S4 experiment[54] by the
purple dotted line. As a conservative bound, we have
also constrained the ZD lifetime to be less than typical
BBN epoch so as not to disturb the predictions of light
nuclei abundance by injecting entropy and this has been
shown by the green shaded region at the bottom. The
constraints from Supernova 1987A[55] has been shown
by the purple shaded region, which arises because such
dark bosons, produced in sufficient quantity, can reduce
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FIG. 4: Left panel: summary plot in the plane of kinetic mixing (ϵ) and MZD showing experimental senstivities and constraints
for MDM = 5 GeV, gD = 0.2. Right panel: summary plot in the plane of U(1)D gauge coupling gD and MZD showing DM
self-interaction preferred region and experimental constraints, sensitivities for MDM = 5 GeV, ϵ = 10−10. See text for the
details.

the amount of energy emitted in the form of neutrinos, in
conflict with the observation. The constraint from direct
detection experiment CRESST-III [56] and DarkSide-
50 [57] which constrains the DM-nucleon scattering cross-
section is shown by the Yellow and Pink shaded regions
for a fixed MDM = 5 GeV and gD = 0.2. The constraints
on the DM-electron scattering rates from Xenon1T [58]
and PandaX-4T [59] has also been shown by green and
light blue shaded regions. For the same benchmark val-
ues of MDM and gD, we have also shown the projected
sensitivity of SuperCDMS [60] and DarkSide-LM [61] by
the light and dark blue dot dashed lines respectively.

In addition to all these constraints, the signal of DM
annihilation at present can be detected at indirect detec-
tion experiments[62–64]. Also the annihilation of SIDM
to light mediators during recombination can cause distor-
tion in the anisotropy of the CMB as the mediator can
decay to electrically charged fermions which puts strin-
gent constraints[38, 64–67]. However, we note that these
bounds can be evaded if the mediator dominantly decays
into neutrinos or some dark radiations. In our setup, the
presence of a heavier dark fermion (Ψ2) mixing maxi-
mally with heavier cousins of N (N2 with mass O(100)
GeV), which are naturally present playing non-trivial role
in neutrino mass generation via seesaw mechanism, can
facilitate the dominant decay of ZD into neutrinos. Such
decay of ZD into neutrinos are governed by Ψ2−N2 mix-
ing (sin θ2) and ν − N2 mixing (sin θνN2

) whereas the
decay of ZD into charged fermions are governed by the
kinetic mixing ϵ. The corresponding decay widths are

estimated to be

ΓZD
ff̄

=
ϵ2g2MZD

12π

(
1 +

2m2
f

M2
ZD

)(
1−

4m2
f

M2
ZD

)1/2

,

ΓZDνν̄ ≃ g2D sin4 θ2 sin
4 θνN2

MZD

12π

(
1 +

2m2
ν

M2
ZD

)(
1− 4m2

ν

M2
ZD

)1/2

.

(4)

We have imposed a conservative upper limit on the
branching ratio of ZD into charged leptons, setting it
at 0.01%, in order to establish the upper boundary on
the kinetic mixing parameter. This limit is illustrated in
the left panel of Fig. 4 by the solid magenta contours,
considering three different values of the sin θ2 mixing for
a typical sin θνN2 = 10−3, which is in line with data on
light neutrinos. It is noteworthy that this cautious up-
per bound incorporates three possible final states for dark
matter annihilation during the recombination epoch: I)
2 SM charged fermion pairs, II) 1 charged fermion and
1 neutrino pair, and III) 4 neutrino final states. It is
evident that the annihilation rate to charged fermions
in case-II surpasses that in case-I when the branching
of ZD → ff̄ is very small. Therefore, we employ this
channel to constrain our parameter space, as it provides
the most rigorous constraint. The region above these
contours is ruled out from CMB and indirect detection
constraints for that particular value of sin θ2.
In the right panel of Fig. 4, we have confronted the

gD and MZD parameter space satisfying correct self-
interaction criteria against various constraints from di-
rect search of DM as well as cosmology. The coloured
shaded region depicts the parameter space that gives
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rise to correct self-interaction cross-section for a fixed
MDM = 5 GeV with the colour-bar depicting the value
of the σ/MDM in units of cm2/g. The present con-
straints from PLANCK on Neff and CRESST-III con-
straint on DM-nucleon scattering rules out very small
values of MZD < 8.5 MeV. And interestingly, the correct
self-interaction parameter space comes within the pro-
jected sensitivity of CMB-S4[54] as well as direct search
experiments which are shown by the dotted lines[60, 61]
for a fixed value of ϵ = 10−10 which is consistent with
all relevant constraints shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.
While we have chosen a benchmarkMDM = 5 GeV in the
summary plots, choosing a different value like 1 GeV or
10 GeV slightly shifts the shaded regions and contours
without changing the general conclusions inferred from
Fig. 4.
Connection to neutrino mass: If N and its heavier
cousins are of Dirac nature, as has been assumed in the
above discussions, they can give rise to the light Dirac
neutrino masses via type I seesaw mechanism [68]. To im-
plement this, we need to include the right chiral parts of
Dirac neutrinos namely, νR and another singlet scalar (η)
both of which are odd under a softly broken Z2 symmetry
and neutral under the SM and U(1)D gauge symmetries.
Similar to typical Dirac neutrino models, a global lepton
number is assumed to be present in order to prevent the
Majorana mass terms of singlet fermions. The relevant
Yukawa Lagrangian is then given by

−LYukawa ⊃ YDLH̃NR + Y ′
DNLνRη + h.c. (5)

After η acquires a non-zero VEV by virtue of the soft-
breaking term µηH(ηH†H), the light neutrino mass can
be estimated to be

mν = −Y ′
DM

−1
N YD⟨H0⟩⟨η⟩ (6)

On the other hand, if N is of Majorana type, then the
conventional type I seesaw [69–73] follows without any
need of introducing additional fields. However, in this
case, the DM calculation will change as DM will be a
Majorana fermion due to mixing with N resulting in in-
elastic coupling of DM with ZD [31, 74–77]. Nevertheless,
the desired thermal relic and self-interactions can still be
obtained and hence our generic conclusions remain valid
in this scenario as well.

Irrespective of Dirac or Majorana nature of N and
hence DM, such connection to the type I seesaw mecha-
nism also opens up DM decay modes into SM particles.
For DM in the GeV ballpark, the most distinctive decay
is the monochromatic gamma-ray line at E = MDM/2
generated via one-loop decay χ1 → γν. The correspond-
ing decay width can be estimated as [78, 79]

ΓDM ≈ 9αG2
F

256π4
sin2 θ sin2 θNνM

5
DM (7)

where θNν is the mixing between N and active neu-
trinos, α = 1/137 is the fine structure constant and
GF = 1.166 × 10−5 GeV−2 is the Fermi constant. From
gamma-ray searches, constraints on this decay width
comes out to be Γ−1

DM
>∼ 1029 s for MDM = 10 GeV

[80]. Considering MDM ∼ 10 GeV and sin θ ∼ 10−2, we
get sin θNν <∼ 10−20. This leads to an almost vanishing
lightest active neutrino mass from seesaw mechanism.
This will keep the effective neutrino mass much out
of reach from ongoing tritium beta decay experiments
like KATRIN [81] so that any positive results from this
experiment in future can falsify our scenario. Addition-
ally, near future observation of neutrinoless double beta
decay [82] can also falsify our scenario, particularly for
normal ordering of light neutrinos as such experiments
can probe normal ordering only for mlightest > 10−2 eV
which lies much above the tiny value predicted in our
scenario.

Conclusion: We have proposed a novel and minimal sce-
nario to realise thermal relic of light DM in GeV ballpark
with large self-interactions required to solve the small-
scale structure problems associated with CDM paradigm.
While the presence of a light mediator leads to the re-
quired velocity dependent DM self-interactions, the same
interactions also lead to under-abundant thermal relic
in the GeV mass regime. Assuming DM to be a Dirac
fermion with a hidden U(1)D gauge boson ZD as light
mediator, we consider the presence of another fermion
(N), close to but heavier than that of DM mass such that
efficient annihilation of N into DM can compensate for
large dilution of DM due to its annihilation into ZD pairs.
We show that correct thermal relic can be obtained in
such a setup after incorporating all relevant constraints.
Another novelty of this scenario is that it paves a way to
generate neutrino mass through seesaw mechanism while
keeping relic density parameter space intact. Future ex-
periments related to dark photon search, CMB, direct
and indirect detection as well as neutrino physics can
play vital role in probing most part of the parameter
space for GeV scale self-interacting DM.
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